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Outline for this presentation
1.

Why are we discussing Quality in Communications?

2.

o

Types of people we are communicating with

o

Types of communication

Why colors? How can knowing people’s colors help us in Project
Management? How many of you are familiar with color training?
How many have found it useful?

3.
4.
5.
6.
o

Four major colors –Yellow, Blue, Red, Green
Communications between colors
Four major colors – assess yourself and others
Conclusion
Is this something you will use?
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Why do we care about quality in
communications? (PMBOK 5th edition)
•

As PMs, we do a LOT of communicating
o

Plan, Manage and Control communications with stakeholders: sponsors,
various managers, partners, team members, customers, etc.

o

•

Each have Inputs, Tools & Techniques, Outputs

Types of communication include:
o

Internal (within project) and external (customers, vendors, other projects,
organizations, public)

o

Formal (reports, minutes, briefings) and informal (emails, memos, ad-hoc
discussions

o

Vertical (up and down) and horizontal (with peers)

o

Official (newsletters, annual reports) and unofficial (off the record
communications)

o

Written and oral, and verbal (voice inflections) and nonverbal (boday
language
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Why do we care about quality
in communications (page 2)
Common communications skills (PMBOK 5th edition)

•
•

Listening actively and effectively;
Questioning and probing ideas and situations to ensure better
understanding;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educating to increase team’s knowledge so that they can be more effective;
Fact-finding to identify or confirm information;
Setting and managing expectations;
Persuading a person, a team, or an organization to perform an action;
Motivating to provide encouragement or reassurance;
Coaching to improve performance and achieve desired results;
Negotiating to achieve mutually acceptable agreements between parties;
Resolving conflict to prevent disruptive impacts; and
Summarizing, recapping, and identifying the next steps.
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We’ve agreed communications are
important for Project Managers…

•

Who would like to become a better
communicator?

•

Who believes better communication skills will
improve your performance as a project
manager?
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Note:
Most of the following information is based on a
presentation by Mark Januszewski, corporate
trainer, worldslaziestnetworker.com. Information
about colors is also found many other places.
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Exercise
Secondo uno studio di ricerca all'università che di
Cambridge non importa in che ordine le lettere in una
parola sono, l'unica cosa importante è che le prime ed
ultime lettere sono nel giusto posto. Ciò è perché la mente
umana non legge ogni lettera da sè, ma il lavoro
nell'insieme.
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Exercise
Aoccdrnig to a rseearch sduty at Cmabridge Uinervtisy, it
deosn’t mttaer in what oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the
olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteers be in
the rghit pclae. This is bcuease the huamn mnid deos not
raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe.
It Jsut Has to be in a lanugage tehy udnresnad
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Why color training?

•

Because each of of has a preferred personality type and
with that comes a preferred mode of communication.

•

If you want to communicate effectively, find the other
person’s “style” and use this.

•

For effective communications to groups, you will want to
incorporate more than one style.
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Keep in Mind

•

Over the next few slides decide what your primary color
is, and your secondary color(s)

•
•

Please do NOT share this with the group—for now
Remember these are exaggerations. We are all a mix, no
one is entirely one color.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supportive by nature
Professional Helpers
Nurses – Teachers  Moms
Do more for others than for themselves
Love helping others
KEY: Have high credibility
Most folks think Yellows are ‘nice’
Quiet, calm
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrity Driven
Help out at meetings
Well organized
Superb at Multitasking
Great Leaders
People appreciate missionary spirit
Never in Front but a great leader
Mother Theresa

As a PM, could this be valuable information?
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A Group of Yellows Deciding where to go to lunch

A Yellow at an Corporate Awards banquet
o

Some full

o

Some empty

o

1 with 1

o

Where does a Yellow the Sit?
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Blue

•
•
•
•
•
•

Love adventure

•

Tend to talk fast

Blues love to Travel
MOSTLY Blues love meeting new people
Blues are ALWAYS talking – and talking
Social
Tend to be late, distractible
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Blue
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blues like having fun
A quick question? Yeah, Right!
Poor Organization Skills
Robin Williams, Jack from Will and Grace
Good networking skills, have lots of contacts, connector
Not as good at follow-ups
NOT great Multi-tasking! Just involved in many things
Will talk to 10 while others are still planning who to talk to
GREAT LEADERS ~ talk to everyone and will talk to anyone for
teammates
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Blue
Awards Banquet? YES!
Blue at a Corporate Awards Banquet

•
•
•
•
•
•

Some full
Some empty
Some with 1 seat open
1 with 1
Some livelier than others
Where does the blue sit?
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Red

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Like to be in charge
Like telling others what to do, like to be the boss
Great organizers in thought
Think systemically
Managers, Politicians
Reds are ALL ABOUT THE bottom line
They do not listen because they KNOW IT ALL already
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Red

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ROI Thinking ~ all the time
Many CEOs, VPs are reds: Money=success
Dress well, wear expensive watches, custom clothes if they can
Look out for themselves
Very competitive
Donald Trump, Bill Gates
All Reds Think There are Yellows
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Red
Corporate Awards Banquet

•

Happiest if they are getting the award

At Corporate Awards Banquet

•
•
•
•
•

Some full
Some empty
Some with 1 seat open
1 with 1
Where does the red sit?
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Green
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineers, CPAs, Computer nerds
They are all about Facts and Logic
Greens are Not emotional outwardly, they are logical
Mr. Spock from Star Trek
Greens Ask for more information – again and again
Great Leaders - other people depend on with good reason they are
dependable

•
•

Detail oriented, will research things
Greens really Like to be RIGHT
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Green
Awards Banquet? – too busy analyzing the rules for the awards
Corporate Awards Banquet

•
•
•
•
•

Some full
Some empty
Some with 1 seat open
1 with 1
Where does the green sit?
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Why do we care?
Imagine

•

A Blue communicating with/coaching/motivating/
influencing/persuading a Green

•
•

A

communicating with a Red

A Green communicating with a Blue
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Why do we care?
Because for the most effective communication:

•
•
•
•

We want to speak the other person’s language
It is courteous and considerate.
It is effective, it works!
It avoids or reduces conflict.
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In
•

Communications

Strengths: Service, listening [they will listen, so speak their
language]

•
•
•
•
•

Weaknesses: Indecision, over sensitive – keep it soft
Goals: Acceptance, stability
Fear: Sudden Change
Motivator: Involvement – get them involved
Irritation: Insensitivity – make piercing eye contact and listen
carefully and fully

•

Use Listening Skill ‘I understand’ etc., especially with yellows and
greens
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What Motivates a

•
•
•

?

Helping others on the team
Helping the project
Working with others, organizing meetings, project gettogethers

•
•

Being involved, being accepted, being valued
No pressure, calm, no quick decisions, no quick changes
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In Blue Communications

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths: Persuasion, interacting with others
Weaknesses: Disorganized, carelessness
Goals: Popularity, applause
Fear: Loss of Prestige
Motivator: Recognition
Irritation: Routine
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What Motivates a Blue?

•
•

Interacting with others
Opportunity to organize/lead meetings (but don’t ask
them to take and distribute detailed minutes—pick a
green)

•

New challenges, implementing new ideas, trips, dislike
routine

•
•

We’ll all go out for drinks at this milestone
Recognition
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In Red Communications

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths: Taking Initiative
Weaknesses: Impatient, insensitive
Goals: Productivity, control
Fear: Being hustled [never exaggerate w/Reds, even in jest]
Motivator: WINNING
Irritation: Indecision [can you see the value of this chart w/
say a yellow and red? Yellows are indecisive and it irritates
Reds]
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What Motivates a Red?

•
•

Reds - $/Recognition, very competitive
Reds have a button on their head here is how you push it.
o

One ~ give them compliment.

o

Two ~ give them another compliment.

o

Three ~ challenge them to outdo someone else
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In Green Communications

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths: Planning, research
Weaknesses: Perfectionists, may be critical
Goals: Accuracy, thoroughness
Fear: Criticism
Motivator: PROGRESS …and the next step is….
Irritation: Unpredictability – be early, not just on time
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What Motivates a Green?

•
•
•
•
•

Facts, numbers, detail, research, statistics
Usually prefer to work alone
Break down clearly the costs, benefits, risks, etc.
Use a long term statistical FACT
Give them the amount of detail they need to motivate or
make a decision.
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Do you see the Value of
Communicating in THEIR language?
Example 1:

•

You are giving your boss a weekly status report. You are a green,
your boss is a blue. Are you going to give a very detailed status of the
project or are you going to give her the big picture?

Example 2:

•

You are working with a project team member to try to get him to
move a little more quickly. You are red and he is yellow. How will
you approach him?
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……Communicating in Their Language
Example 3:

•

You have decided to delegate the creation of a user manual to two
members of your team. Which two colors might work well together
for this task and why?

Example 4:

•

You are delegating the organizer of end of project party. Which
color(s) might be good for this and why?
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Exercise on your own
Think of a person with whom you work closely. Then check the statement in
the following pairs that describe this person a little better than the other:

•
•
•

1A _____ She/he usually reacts slowly and deliberately.
1B _____ She/he usually reacts quickly and spontaneously.
2A _____ She/he usually focuses primarily on ideas, concepts and
results.

•

2B _____ She/he usually focuses primarily on persons, interactions and
feelings.
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Exercise on your own (2)
These items are adapted to help you identify a person’s communication
style.

•
•
•
•

If you checked 1A and 2A, you’re dealing with a Green
If you checked 1A and 2B, you’re dealing with a Yellow
If you checked 1B and 2A, you’re dealing with a Red
If you checked 1B and 2B, you’re dealing with a Blue

Knowing these four categories helps you follow the platinum
rule: Treat others the way THEY want to be treated
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Exercise with a partner you do not know
1.

Before you begin write down secretly what you believe your primary
and secondary color is

2.
3.

Pick a partner – you will have 3 minutes to converse
Using the “cheat sheet” at the end of the presentation, pick up
mannerisms, speech, likes dislikes. Also ask them, hey, I’m trying to
get to know my team members better, “how do others perceive
you….”

1. See if you can guess each other’s primary color
2. See if you can guess other’s secondary color(s)
3. Compare the guess with what was written
down. How many correct?

4.

Round 2, 3 minutes with new partner if time permits.
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Conclusion

•
•

Was this color training valuable to you?
Do you think that as a result of today’s training is
something that might improve your future project
management communications?

•

Do you agree it is valid for written as well as oral
communications?

•

Do you see the value of using more than one
communications style when speaking to a group?
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Questions & Thank you
•

My information: Patricia Tamowski
HealthAdvocatesWorldwide.com,
914-582-3194

•

Thank you: Mark Januszewski,
WorldsLaziestNetworker.com for much
of this information.
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